
Project management

Online training

What’s in it for me and my company?

The programme has been designed to provide an 

insight into project management methodology, and to 

lead participants to develop the same approach towards 

project management issues. 

A structured approach to project management will help 

reduce the stress caused by goal pressure and will 

increase the chances for the successful completion of 

the project, involving timely completion, within the 

budget and to the required quality.

Moreover, through practical exercises, the most 

important project management methods will be revealed 

to participants. Real world project management 

examples will be used for team work;  in other words, 

participants will walk through project management 

activities to deliver specific output, which may be used 

for further elaboration upon the completion of the  

course.  

Who is it for?

• Individuals sporadically engaged in project management 

oriented roles;

• Individuals involved in project management tasks on a 

daily basis;

• Newly appointed project managers, 

• Sponsors, functional managers and project team 

members;

• Anyone who wants to find out more about project 

management as one or the most competitive

professional disciplines recognised the world over.

What will I do during the training?

During the course, you will gain an understanding of the

key process groups of project management, from the 

start-up of the project to its closure. Furthermore, you will 

address the underlying phases of a project life cycle, and

focus on the main tools and techniques used in project 

management.

What will I be able to do after I receive this 

training?

You will gain an understanding of:

• The key principles of project management used as 

basis for decision-making and problem-solving;

• The key project planning approaches, inclusive of 

stakeholder analysis, gathering project requirements, 

scheduling activities, and project risk management;

• The approaches to project management activities 

critical for the success of the project, and for achieving

business goals;

• The main aspects of team management, result delivery, 

performance assessment and project uncertainty. 

For more information contact PwC’s Academy:

Email: rs_pwcakademija@pwc.com

When?

September 22 - 24, 2021

13.00 - 17.00

Language:English

Fee: EUR 220, exclusive of VAT
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